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About This Game

A short puzzle game where you
play as you playing as you

to find out why.

Too experimental for more spoilers. I think you'll like the ending if you can find it.

Features

+ Rooms/Layers

+ Buttons
+ Doors and Keys

+ Implications

Accessibility

+ No dialog
- No subtitles
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+ No color differentiation required
+ Mostly high contrast

+ No time limits to complete in-game tasks
+ Simple menu

- No instructions
- No alternative difficulty levels

- Only partial non-remappable controller support (Requires if used: 1 d-pad, 1 button)
- No remappable keyboard keys (Requires: wasd or arrow keys, enter or space or e, escape)
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My PROs.... hmmm... This game comes [highly recommended] for someone who wants to spend countless hours vicariously lost
in the intriguing lifestyles and beliefs of the enduring, mysterious Ancient Egyptian people.. and in stunning graphics with an
intuitive, giving camera/guidance system. I enjoy how authentic the gameplay is.. using ancient egyptian words, names, and
places, as well as offering the ability to peer into the lives of peasants, the working elite, nobles, and royal family. It's a modest
peering, as it's just a game after all, but it leaves much for the imagination, especially if you already know quite a bit about
Egyptology.

This game was very challenging at first, as my people sought to overthrow me for issues that didn't make sense at first-- just
know, when you neglect one class of people, everyone is affected in some way.. this game proves that careful city planning and
growth depends on how much food you have.. So, it was hard, but alas, I didn't realize there was a tutorial-- and in three parts! I
love how helpful the tutorial was, including all the explanations and very, detailed dicitonary/help/tips database. Lost?
Confused? Click something and click the [?] box. Suddenly there's an entire book of useful information with hyperlinks to other
related information within the game. The strategy of the conservation of resources, world relations, and military edpiditions,
including running a government, makes this game really enjoyable.

I've already spent 16 hours on it and I feel as though I could spend 8X that! I love the gamespeed options of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
and 2.5.. as well as how every citizen is its own indepdent NPC with its own needs and ailments. You can follow them around,
too! I overheard an age joke between a kid and his father regarding someone being so old, Osiris was pharoah! That was a good
one!

Also, I'm on Windows 10. I was able to load it fine without any compatability changes to its properties given it's made for
Windows XP. I mention that because I know others have been commenting/wondering.

All in all, my only CONS are that I wish I could build more iconic monuments from history, like the temple at Abu Simbel or
the temple complex at Karnak, Luxor temple, or the Mortuary Temple at Hatshepsut... also, more egyptian pestige structures,
like columns, hypostyle halls, pylons, and also decorate my civilization with more greenery.. however, the statue options are
aplenty and do just fine to suit that need. Another CON is the scenario editor.. I feel that it's so complex, I panic and have to
shut it off! LOL.. maybe one day, I'll figure it out ! That idea helps.

All in all, love the game.. worth $40, even though I paid $10 for both games.. great value! I wish the devleoper could produce an
expansion packed with dozens and dozens of new buildings, statues, items, walls, paths, shops, everything... this needs to be its
own ever-evolving Egyptian Sims! It really does!. Awesome modelling software.still! it has its bugs, but unless u dont have a big
budget or dont want an all-in-one tool like blender or else (for big money), u can use it if u know what u are doing. fits perfectly
together with zbrush, if u plan to boxmodel\/sub-d in silo and detailing\/texturing in zbrush e.g.
pretty easy to handle and work with. im still hoping for future updates too.... Final episode of the campaign:
-Focused on building for the tasks,
-Forgot to build a fishing jetty
-Everyone died except for one family.
-Began building a village from incest.. This is amazing, great for people who don't want to make the game themselves! You can
make anything in this!. sorry. i wanted to like this game.
i was hoping for a rougelike, seeing someone lose the game in the gameplay trailer...
but i was going to beat it on my first playthough and stopped playing. why?
it was challenging and stressful at first during the learning curve.
as soon as i learned how to play the game, it was incredibly easy.
the hardest part of the game was the math of trying to add and subtract a page of tenths, hundreths, and thousanths with no
subtotals whatsoever.
it's hard to be a strategy game when halfway through you say "f it" and stop worrying about your little economy.

took less than half an hour for me to play it with no audio.
tried to keep playing it windowed in the background...
sorry. its that bad.
. I really want to recommend this. It's like onward on a smaller map.
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In terms of value, it's the most early access title I have ever seen. It's incredubly empty. It's a terrific demo. But come on, the
price is insane. Look at QuiVR. You have a 5-10$ game here in my opinion.

I encourage you to try it. Early access is not kickstarter.

Edit: The dev is active and the game is now functional. I want Onward locomotion. I want more gun, more maps and more
people playing.
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I love this story being the first part.Waiting for part 2 in 3 Q of 2017.I have alot of saves.I'll keep playing.Though it's 1 Q of
2018. { For part 1, 10/10. } Do more review after part 2.. It's a bit difficult to recommend. I think I like it based on the nostalgia
factor, as I played it with my brother when I was 12, so playing it just brings back the memories. But I like the atmosphere, the
music, character models and going on a mindless rampage in the swamp is just fun!

There's definitely better games to play, but if you ever see Silverfall on a sale and have nothing to do with your life, you might
as welll pick it up!. This game has microtransactions and you might as well play it on your phone.. Even though it was free.... it
wasn't even worth the time to play it. The voice acting is terrible, and the game itself is also equally lacking in plot and
gameplay.. Awesome, Easy to use.

If your a beginner this is the one for you, WIth no scripting too. ;). **This is a temporary review** August 10, 2018

Currently, I am unable to run Quick Drive on this route. The game actually freezes upon loading, crashing, and causing me to
exit altogether. I am afraid to try career scenarios. I am glad I bought this on sale because I liked this route while it worked. I
will update this review if\/when it is fixed. Very disappointed in DTG. I Have Seen This Engiine Many Times Back In The 70es
At That Time It Was Penn Central An Some Amtrak The Loco Drives Great An Breakes Realy Good But One Thing No
HeadLights In Real Life The Train had Head Lights. This Game sucks. Stayed true to the avatar golf classic! Very fun un arcade
game and can get intense on the back nine!
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